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Abstract

Divergence and vorticity are computed for a small area of about 1/2

square mile from the changes in area and orientation of a triangle formed

by three pilot balloons as they ascend. Mean local, seasonal ascention

rates were previously determined at 0300 Z and 1500 Z for the purpose of

making these divergence and vorticity computations. The magnitudes and

vertical distributions of the divergence and vorticity are discussed.

Levels of least divergence are located at about 6000 ft and 13,000 ft,

showing close agreement with an earlier study which dealt with a scale

of motion compatible with the normal upper wind network. In one triple-

balloon run there is strong evidence that a narrow zone (no more than

3000 ft wide) may exist in a horizontal plane across which the wind direc-

tion changes about 130.



1. Introduction

In Part 1 of this study [] mean local ascentional rates were deter-

mined for the thirty-gram balloon at the times 0300 Z (night) and 1500 Z

(day) at Tallahassee, Florida in the summ.er of 1954. The details are de-

scribed in [1]; suffice it to say here that both the day and night mean

rates were found to be significantly greater than the normally assumed

rate after the first 5 or 6 minutes of ascent (see fig. 2 in [1]). The

mean local rates were greater than the assumed rate by as much as 9 per

cent and the systematic nature of the difference caused the height of the

balloon at higher levels to be considerably different from that normally

assumed. For example, at the end of thirty minutes the balloon would be

found at 18,012 ft, 16,602 ft and 19,064 ft using the assuned rate, the

mean local day rate and the mean local night rate, respectively.

For the second phase of the study it Is important to know as accu-

rately as possible the height of the balloons at any given time and the

rate of ascent and changes in this rate. This was the reason for deter-

mining mean local day and night rates and these mean rates are used in

determining the divergence and vorticity.

2, The method

A triangle of theodolite stations was set up (see [1)) with the legs

of the triangle being roughly one mile in length. Three balloons released

simultaneously (one at each site) describe a triangular area at each min-

ute reading. The changes in size and orientation of this area can then

be expressed as the divergence and vorticity of the flow in this small

region.

For the horizontal velocity divergence we can write,

VHOYH 7. +u 7v lcA¢. xzE
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where x and y are the sides of area A, t represents time and u and v are

the wind speed components in the east (x) and north (y) directions. At

time zero, A is the area of the fixed triangle of theodolite stations.

The area at the end of each minute interval can be obtained from

the determinant

XI Yl 1

At = 1/2 x2 Y2 1 (2)

x3 Y3 1

Fig. I shows the release sites

1, 2, and 3 and the orientation

of the coordinate system; also

the initial area in ft2 and the 2

coordinates of the sites in ft. 1 1i,13G,149 sq. ft.

The slight difference in height

of the three sites is neglected (hdb3, 2285)
1

and the initial triangle is

assumed flat for the divergence

and vorticity computations. The -3 15 0

error caused by this assumption Fij. 1. Coordinates of the three

is of the order of a fraction of balloons at release time.

1 per cent.

The coordinates of the balloons, in feet, for each minute after

release were determined by

(xn)t - (xn)o - (Rnsin C<n)t
(3)

(yn)t - (Yn)o - (RncOs On)t

where c< is the usual azimuth reading of the theodolite from north; R,

the horizontal range to a point on the surface directly below the balloon,

..... II LJ .............. I L77J -- -- I I I ..-.. L.
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is given by Rn - zn cot en in which z is the height of the balloon above

the surface and e is the elevation .njle; and wherc the subscript t is

the time of reading after release, in minutes, the subscript zero refers

to the release time, and the subscript n is equal to 1, 2, or 3, depending

upon which release site is being examined.

With the area inside the horizontal triangle formed by the three bal-

loons computed for each x.inute using (2), cquation (1) was rewritten as

IV di - 2 (At+I - At)
H H (At + At+ 1) 6k (4)

where t is again the time of reading of the theodolites and with t a 0 at

release tiw,.c. The value of the 17 V . in sec-1, from (L) then represents

the Piean d ivergence between levels determined by t and (t+l).

The vertical conponent of the relative vorticity is given by

J- 3y (5)

We can :cfine a vector W (fig. 2) which is equal in magnitude to the ve-

locity vector W but is directed 90* to the right of [21. The two-

dirension[-l divergence of this vector is then,

IVOW )v ue ~
H H 3'- - 6

The coordinates at the time

t of the fictitious position of the

balloon n (where n is, as before, 1, 
V

2, or 3, diepending on the release site

under consideration) which moves sub- -u

ject to the "wind" W'H from observa-

tion site n arc given by

Fij. 2. Definition of vector
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y,10O  "nIo ' 'no Yno

anc (Xtn)t (XI') . + AyJ t

n t-1 ~ t-I t (7)

for t - 1, 2, 3, ... Note that at release time the initial coordinates

of VH andWH at sites 1, 2, and 3 are identical. Therefore, in equa-

tions 7, the subscript t cannot be equal to zero, so that in these equa-

tions t represents the time of the reading, in minutes, after relense.

rndoy refer to the differences from one reznding to the next of

the coordinates of vectorVl 1 Ls determined by equations 3.

The vorticity of is exactly the dlivergence of W anct so is
if

oiven by relations similar to Z and 1i

xl 1 yt I 1

' 1/2 1-, 2 1 (5)3'2 2
; :1t 3 Y I 3 1

2 (A't+l -At) M

" 't+ I' + A't)"

where all quantities have a like r.eaninj, except that the primed quanti-

ties refer to vector W., the rotated vector.

3. Sample calculation

The method used to determine the diverjence is perhaps best shown

by an actual example. The three minute ascension of 8 June 1954 (15OC Z)

was chosen for this purpose.

Table 1 shows a swiple work sheet for the computation of the x and y

coordinates for the balloons released at sites 1, 2, and 3. DI.ta in paren-

theses In this table are th raw ctata as recorded by the observing teams.

i,. . , , : I I I / . . , , I I l I ~ l II. . . ... . . . . . .. . .
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Teble 1. Sample workshcet for the computation of the x and y coordinates
of the three balloons at the end of each minute interval. (Release:
10O LST, 8 June 1911.)

Site 1
"iinute (lR 1 (0(I ) Xl 1I)Y

cot eI  [feet] sin 1  [feet] cos [feet]

(32.t,8) (297.56) (297.56)
1 1-5707 1093 -38647 5852 0.1,6278 1783

(2c.31) (3U.oo) (3oh.oo)
2 1.3605 1846 -0.829011 6413 0.55919 1257

(3 4.62) (3u.55) (308.55)
3 .379 285- -0.78208 711 0.62320 507

Site 2

Minute (e2 ) R x (2
cot [feet' sin( 2  e (feet]

(52.16) (316.31) (316.31)
1 0.776(1 541 -C.69067 37h 0.72317 5557

(51.83) (312.38) (312.38)
2 0.78596 1067 -0.73865 788 o.67L09 5229

(1 .29 ) (313.80) 0?13. 80)
3 .O., 64 1711 -0.72176 1235 0.69214 4764

Site 3

0inute (e3 ) 11 ( <3) x3 (03) Y3
cot e3  [feet] sin X 3  [feet. cos'X 3  [feet]

(53.32) (302.35) (302.35)
1 0.74492 518 -0.8h480 2292 0.53509 -277

(54.91) (298.75) (298.75)
2 0.70-38 953 -0.87673 2690 0.b8099 -458

(h9.35) (309.62) (309.62)
3 0.85862 1707 -0.77033 3169 c.63765 -1088
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Table 2. Divergence computation worksheet. (Release: 1000 EST,
8 June 1954-)

Time (minutes)
Coordinates 0 1 2 3

(feet)

-------- -S -----------

×I4883 5852 6413 7119(,dx 1 ) (969) (561) (706)

x2 0 374 788 1235
(A.x2) (374) (414) (447)

x. 1854 2292 2690 3169
(6 x 1) (436) (398) (47I)

Y, 226 ( 178' (2 1257 507( y I) (-506) ( -526 ) (-750)

Y2 54d 5557 5229 4764
(4y2) (-291) (-326) (-465)

y.o-277 -458 -1088
- (4 y) (-277) (-181) (-630)

Area. 11,130,149 1,360,cto 12,217,316 13,100,065
(sq. ft.)

Divergence 174.53 -1936 116-22
(x10"5 sec-1)

- ------------- -------------

The coordinates of the balloons released at sites 1, 2, and 3 are

recorded again in table 2. The quantities in parentheses in this table

Lre the uifferences between the coordinates from one-minute reading to

the next as indicateu in the lzft hand column. The lower part of the

t.%ble jives the Lrea at each minute, from equation 2, and the mean diver-

gence between each minute reading from equation 4.

Table 3, which is similar to table 2, shows the coordinates of the

three rotated vectors of sites 1, 2, and 3 as computed from the values in

;arentheses in table 2 and equations 7. The areas of the fictitious
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Table 3. Vorticity computation worksheet. (Release: 1000 EST,
8 June 1954.)

Time (minutes)
Coordinates 0 1 2 3

(feet)

------------------------- - --------------------

x' 4863 4377 3851 31011

x1 0 -391 -719 -1164

3 1854 1577 13)6 7 &

1 2289 1.920 759

. 5948 557h 5160 4713

3 0 -!12" -836 -1315

Ar ,  11,130,149 I0,li6,67U 9,046,803 8,371,4'u
(sq, ft.)
Vorticity

(xlt-5 sec-l) -154.08 -191.01 -129.23

~~------------- - --- - --------------------------

triangles formed by the rotation of the three horizontal r~inge vectors

;at each minute reauing, from equation 8, are shown in the bottom portion

of the table, along with the vor4icity values conputea froo equation 9.

4. The observations

As in the study of the ascentional rates [lj, the three balloons

for each run were filled in the Weather Bureau heliun shelter. In this

case., however, it was not possible to check for gas leakage as carefully

as for the ascensional rate check releases, but again the balloons were

filled to the correct free lift as carefully as possible with the standard

equipment. Simultaneous release of the three balloons was accomplished

as before by stopwatches which were preset before taking the balloons and
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equipment to the release sites. Again, all balloon ascensions were made

by two-sian observation teams reading both the azimuth and elevation angles

to 0.01 degrees.

Altogether fourteen successful triple-balloon runs were accomplished,

seven day runs and seven nijht runs. The day runs averaged about 28,000 ft

(excluding the three-minute run of June 8) and the night runs averaged about

16,0o0 ft.

The data obtained were set up on punched cards for machine computa-

tion of the divergence and vorticity. Any of the machine computed results

which appeared to be out of line were checked by hand and corrected when-

even necessary. It is felt that the resulting values of divergence and

vorticity presented herein are free of computational error to a high de-

gree. There is one possible exception, and this particular run (on June 6

ut 1500 Z) will be discussed in some detail in section 6. It has been

omitted from the divergence and vorticity mean values discussed below.

5. Analysis of the data

All of the divergence and vortici-y values obtained are based on

one-ainute changes in area and orientation of a small triangle (about

one mile on a side) as this triangle moved throuyh a vertical distance

of about 620 ft. The detail of the small scale wind field was such

that some smoothing of the data was desirable in order to see the main

feLtures revealed by the study.

a. The divergence

The divergence computations for each run were smoothed by taking

five-minute means in the vertical which had a two-minute overlap. That

is, a mean value was obtained at three-minute intervals (3, 6, 9, etc)

where the sixth-minute value was an average of the fourth through eighth
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rinutes, etc. Then the averages at each three-minute interval for all day

runs, all night runs and all runs (day and night) were computed.

Mean curves of day runs, night runs and all runs versus height are

shown in fig. 3. It is interesting to note that the 0300 Z and 1500 Z

curves are quite similar to about 15,000 ft which is about the extent of

the 0300 Z data. The last plotted point on this curve (twenty-seventh

minute) is a mean of only three runs while the point just below (twenty-

fourth minute) is an average of five runs. Also, the last four points on

the 1500 Z curve are means of no more than three or two runs while the

fourty-second minute point is a mean of five runs. Both curves are dashed

in the region where a sample smaller than five runs is involved. In the

0300 Z curve there is a decrease in divergence with height reaching a

minimum at about 6000 ft, then increasing to a maximum just below 12,000

ft, showing a secondary minimum at about 13,500 ft and then increasing

again (the top point Dust be considered Loulbtful). The 1500 Z curve shows

the two minima to be about 1500 ft hijher than they were found in the 0300

. curve but the maximum appears again just below 12,GO ft.

At higher levels thv 1500 Z curve increases to a maximum at about

22,000 ft, decreases to another minimum at about 26,000 ft (again con-

siderinj as doubtful the points based on three runs or less) and appears

to increase again at 30,000 ft and above.

Returninj to the lowest 15,000 ft of the two curves and the overall

mean curve, there are some noteworthy similarities and differences when

compared with a similar study of larger scale motion [33. In [3) it was

found that the mean divergence over an area of about 2 x 106 niles2 showed

some interesting diurnal variations, namely, the divergence at all levels

(below 20,00 ft) was greater at 0300 Z than 1500 Z and the levels of
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least divergence were lower at 1500 Z than at 0300 Z. The mean 0300 Z

and 1500 Z curves in this study seem to be contradictory to the results

in [3] in that 0300 Z has smaller divergence values at all levels than

1500 Z and the levels of least divergence are lower at 0300 Z than at

1500 Z4 However, the area in the present study (~j mile2) is only a

point when compared with the area in [3]. There is no reason to suspect

that every point in the area considered in L3] would jive the same re-

sult as the total area. in fact, it would be surprising if such were the

case.

Tne similarities with DJ are that the level of least divergence

occurs at 6000 ft in one casca and 8000 ft in the other and that a secon-

dary level of minimum divergence occurs at about 13,000 ft in both cases

with an apparent increase above this level. It may be quite significant

that in two cases which deal with different seasons (spring and sun-aer),

different regions (both in size and location) cnd vastly different scales

of motion, that the level where the divergence is noticeably least is in

the 60C0 - 80CO ft region. This is rather low for a level of non-divergence

as it is generally thought of. Also it was shown in [14 that the level

of lez:st divergence found in [3J was the level where absolute vorticity

wi~s best advected with observed winds.

Fig. 4 may shed some light on the difference in magnitude in the

mean divergence at 0300 Z and 1500 Z. This is a curve connecting points

of mean divergence for each run averaged over all heights. The mean diver-

gence was apparently larger in early June than in late June and early

July, regardless of time of day. The fact that the early June runs were

nearly all at 1500 Z may be the sole reason that the mean 1500 Z curve

shows larger divergences level for level than the mean 0300 Z curve.
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Table 4 shows the mean values of divergence for day runs, night runs

and 411 runs. The sign of the divergence was disregarded in obtaining the

means. The data in table 4are confined to the lowest 17,0O ft of the

atmosphere. Five of the seven 0300 Z runs went as high as twenty-seven

minutes (.A, 17,000 ft) but only three went higher, two of these three

terminating at the twenty-ninth minute. Most of the 1500 Z runs went con-

siderably higher but since the 0300 Z and 1500 Z times are averaged to-

gether to get an overall value~a common thickness must be used. Therefore,

only the first twenty-seven minutes (A 17,000 ft) are used in deteraining

the table 4 figures.

Table 4
a1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --l-

1500 z 0300 Z
(day runs) (night runs) All runs

- 1 ------------- - ---

Nuaber of
computations 138 160 298

Hean divergence
x10- t sec -I  68.) 42.0 54.8

. -- S - .-- - - - - -1 -.

The overall time and height mean divergence valuc of 54.8 x l0-5 sec "I

is a little less than one and one-half orders of magnitude greater than

the overall mean value of 1.5 x 10-5 sec "I found for the much larger scale

motion in (31.

The above divergence discussion has dealt entirely with smoothed curves

and mean values. As mentioned earlier the individual runs, especially when

the sign is considered, show much detail of small-ecale atmospheric motions.

An individual run showing unsmoothed curves of divergence and vorticity
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versus height is presented in fig. 6 (section 6). It is felt that the many

oscillations from plus to minus and vice versa are factual (containing, of

course, a percentage of error which will be discussed below). However, we

cannot compare these small scale oscillations directly with other studies

(such as [31) or with our synoptic maps due to the vast difference in scale

of the observational networks involved. Therefore, the small oscillations

were deliberately smoothed out so that such comparisons could be made. Some

details of fig. 6 will be discussed in section 6.

b. The vorticity

The same smoothing technique was applied to the vorticity as was

mentioned in the divergence discussion above. Fig. 5 shows the mean curves

for 0300 Z, 1500 Z and all runs averaged together. As in the divergence,

the 0300 Z vorticity is less at all levels than the 1500 Z vorticity. Also

the three curves show quite a bit of similarity to the divergence curves,

having maxima and minima at about the sane levels up to 17,000 ft.

Table 5 shows mean vorticity values for day runs, night runs and

all runs. The overall time and height mean of vorticity - 74.4 x 10"5 sec "l

is about 1.4 times as great as the similar value for the divergence In

Table 5

1500 Z 0300 Z
day runs night runs All runs

Number of
computations 138 160 298

Mean vorticity
x lo0 sec- 108.9 44.6 74.4
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table 4. Again only the first twenty-seven minutes of data are included in

the mean values in table S.

The mean vorticity values for each run showed the sane general

trend evident in the divergence in fig. 4. That is, the larger mean vor-

ticitles occurred early in June with smaller values in late June and early

July. i Lain the fact that the early June runs were nearly all 1500 Z runs

could be the principal reason for the apparent diurnal difference seen in

fig. 5. Also the vorticity shows somewhat greater percentual differences

between the 0300 Z and 1500 Z mean curves (fig. 5) than does the diver-

gence (fig. 3).

Although the mean vorticity and divergence curves in figs. 5

and 3 appear to indicate a strong correspondence in maximum and minimum

values as far as elevation is concerned, the individual runs did not show,

minute for minute, any recognizable correspondence of this nature even when

absolute values were compared. So that the possible implication that the

correspondence of mean values night be inherent in the computing method

is not valid in this case.

6. The triple-balloon run of June 6, 1954 at 1500 Z

The June 6th run showed some unusually large divergence values (as

large as + 2 x 10-2 sec "1 ) and was therefore excluded from the averages

shown in table 4 and fig. 3. A more detailed investigation of this run

serves to answer some questions concerning it but fails to prove conclu-

sively whether these large divergence values are, or are not, real.

The very large divergence values occurred in the layer from the

twenty-second to thirty-second minutes of ascent (approximately 13,000

to 19,000 ft). The curves of divergence and vorticity versus height are

shown in fig. 6. It should be mentioned that the assumed rate of ascent,
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rather than the day rate determined in (1) was used in working up the three

runs so that direct comparison with winds at other stations would be possible.

The D and t values however are based on ,- rate [1] which placed the balloons

about 600 ft (or one minute) higher in the twenty-second to thirty-second

minute region. It will be noted that the vorticity values in the 13,000

to 19,000 ft layer are of the same magnitude as at all other levels. This

is because the triangle formed by the balloons was experiencing very little

rotetion but its area was changing very rapidly.

When this run was taken, the balloon at site 2 was erroneously released

two minutes before the prearranged release time. Imnediately recognizing

the mistake, the observinj team decided to follow the site 1 balloon to

get a rate of ascent check (see Llj). Later, realizing that the t,.o-minute

diffcrence coul& be zdjusted, the>, switchec, to the site 2 balloon at the

seventh minute and recorded it as the ninth minute since this balloon had

been released two minutes early. Although the height of the site 2 balloon

run was corrected for the tire difference, it might be suspected that this

difference in time was instrumental in causing the large divergences which

were computed. ixariination of the wfind direction versus heioht reveals,

however, that sites 2 and 3 are almost identical, particularly from the

seventeenth minute (10,000 ft) upwarC (sce fig. 10). It was the site 1

ascent which differed from the other two ascents in the laycr of large diver-

gence values. A pronounced change in wind direction (from MJE to W through

N) took place in the site 2 and 3 data between the twenty-second and twenty-

fourth minutes, but this same change did not take place in the site 1 data

until the twenty-fourth to twenty-sixth minutes. The wind speeds versus

height bear out the direction curves, with the speed minimum at each site

occurring at the same height as the sharp change in wind direction.
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The effect of th, rapid wind cirection chanoe actinu two Iwinutes later

at site 1 thin ;t sites 2 Lnd 3 is illustrated in fi u . 7. The position and

orientation of the trianglc is shown at tirc zero (dashed triangle) and at

various minute readings during the ascent. Throughout the layer shown

(twenty-one to thirty-three minutes of ascent), the side of the triangle

connecting sites 2 and 3 remained almost exactly parallel with its original

orientation. The triangle of balloons was moving toward the ZJ until the

twenty-third minute at which time the site 2 and 3 balloons started moving

toward the ES'. The site I balloon, however, continued to nove WS until

the twenty-fifth minute and this caused the area of the triangle to decrease

rapidly, actually goin% to zoro just before the twenty-sixth minute reading.

The area shows an increase atjain to the twenty-ninth minute, a &Ccrease from

the twenty-ninth to thirty-first minutes and then another increase. The

divergence curve in fig. 6 has been broke:n to indicate that theoretically

it goes to and returns from infinity as the triangular area goes to zero.

It can be seen that the amount of turning of the triangle was small, there-

fore the vorticity values in the layer were quite small, averaging only

51 x l0 - 5 sec "1 .

There zire at least two possible explanations of the observed results;

a) the site 1 balloon could for some reason be lower than the other two by

about 1200 ft, and therefore not e:periencing the direction change at the

same time, or b) the site 1 balloon could be actually experiencing the wind

direction change at a higher level than the other two balloons. In connec-

tion with a), the idea immediately occurs that the site I balloon h 'd a

pinhole and was leaking gas. However, all balloons were cnecked for pin-

holes when inflated. iLlso after the balloons were inflated a Yeriod of

at least fifteen minutes passed before they were released, due to the fact
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thvt all balloons ijcre filled at sit, I and then two of them were trans-

iortct to sites 2 anu 3. !ven if a pinhole had gone unnoticed, this time

!aj 1.oul hay: cUused sufficient gas loss before release so that the leaky

balloon would rise nore slouly throuuhout the entire run wit'i the difference

in rates becojiar or! inctic" 122k Lt lhiLilcr levels. In fact, in one of the

runs it was felt thlt exactly this had halpene". The direction curves versus

hoivht of two sites were nearly identical with the third shovinO the sai1e

features buAt -Y lifferent levels. In this case the lag ims one minute in

the surface to ninth ;,inute laycr, tvo rinutes in the tenth to tiuenty-fourth

minute layer nd three minutes in the twenty-fifth to thirty-ninth minute

layer. Hovever, in the June L., 1500 2 run there is L, rem arkable correspon-

dence betvieen the Lirection curves of the three balloons up to about the

twenty-second minute (-, 12,ut;C ft), then a two minute uifference appears in

the cirection chinges occurring in the twenty-second to thirty-second minute

layer (-- 13,00u to lpU0C ft). Above 19,000 ft the direction changes with

height are so slight that no correspondence or contrast can be noted. This

would make the possibility of a preexisting pinhole seen unlikely. Also, if

a leak had in some way developed aZt about the twenty-first or twenty-second

minute and was large enough to cause a two-minute lag almost irnediately,

then one would expect the lag to increase rapidly as time went on. But the

l g did not increase noticeably as shown by the plotted directions in the layer

between the twenty-sixth and thirty-second minutes (see fig. 10).

It hardly seems plausible that the site I balloon is some 1200 ft lower

than the other two in the layer under discussion due to differential vertical

motions of a sinall scale. There is pretty general agreement among researchers

that + 10 cm is a large vertical velocity value, and this is only 3 per cent
sec

of the rate of ascent. 6ven if larger vertical velocities are assumed for
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smaller scale motions such as may be measured here, it is still difficult

to visualize one balloon falling 1200 ft behind the other two in a period

of about one or two minutes due to differential vertical velocities. The

only clouds present during this ascent were scattered cirrus at about

30,C0 ft.

Now, there is also the possibility (b) that the pronounced change in

wind direction actually occurred at a higher level at site 1 than at sites

2 and 3. It is largely a product of our thinking in terms of the existing

upper wind network that we would accept as normal a 1300 change of wind

dirction in the vertical occurring say at 14,000 ft at one station and at

16,000 ft at a station 100 to 200 miles distant, but would be quite reluc-

tant to accept the idea that this change right occur at 14,000 ft at one

station and at 15,000 ft at another if the stations were only one mile apart.

There is no reason why this right not happen but we are not accustomed to

thinking that it does because we do not normally see it taking place.

A look at the upper wind pattern over the extreme southeastern United

States at this time revealed that an anticyclone existed at all levels up

to 18,000 ft in southern Alabama. Detailed isojon-isovel analyses of the

levels 12,000, 14,000, 16,ooo and 18,000 ft indicated that the anticyclone

was displaced slightly westward at each succeeding level (see fig. 8). The

conpanion hyperbolic point was found south of Jacksonville at 12,000 ft and

was displaced westward to Pensacola at 18,000 ft. Fig. 8 shows the positions

of the anticyclone (A) and the hyperbolic point (H) at the levels mentioned

above. At 20,00C ft the point singularities could not be found, suggesting

that the analysis at that level should show a ridge open to the south. This

is reasonable when one considers the trend of (A) and (H) with height shown

in fig. 8.
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Streamlines drawn from ruled isogons and from plotted wind vectors

both emphasized the elongated or elliptical shape of this anticyclone. the

major axis running WNW-ESE. A freehand streamline analysis at 14,000 ft

is shown in fig. 9. Here the elongated shape of the anticyclone has been

emphasized more than in the customary analysis which is always smoothed

to a scale consistent with the distance between wind reports. That is,

instead of assuming that the wind direction changes in a regular fashion

from the IiNil reports at Maxwell AFB, Birmingham and Atlanta to NE at

Tallahassee (some 200 to 250 miles away), it has been assumed that the

WNW flow continues to within a short distance of Tallahassee. If this

short distance is taken to be about one-half mile, then the directions

observed at 14,000 ft at the theodolite sites 2 and 3 are consistent with

the larger scale pattern. The direction change had nearly all taken place

at sites 2 and 3 by the time the balloons had reached 14,000 ft. The site

1 balloon direction change was coppleted just above 15,00C ft so that it

still shoved a northeasterly wind at 14,000 ft. It can be seen in fig. 8

that the hyperbolic point was about at the longitude of Tallahassee at

15,000 ft. As soon as this point assumes a position west of the station

(TLH) the station wind must begin to have a westerly component. Although

the westward motion of the hyperbolic point can explain the shift in wind

direction from ENE to WI at the station (station here refers to site 1,

the official Weather Bureau wind), it does not, or course, explain the direc-

tion shift at sites 2 and 3 which occurred mostly below 14,000 ft. How-

ever, if one considers that a sharp line of shear may exist between north-

westerlies and northeasterlies and that this line lies between site 1 and

sites 2 and 3 at 14,000 ft, then it is simple to show (fig. 10) how the

observed distribution of three local northeast winds at 12,000 ft, two
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northwest winds an on(e northeast wind at l4,000, and three local northwest

7winds at 16,000 ft and higher could occur. The heavwy line in fig. 10 shows

the separation of easterly from westerly winds. We are accustomed to think-

ing of this heavy line as nearly horizontal over such small linear distances

as 3029 ft, which is the cast-west distance between sites 3 and 1. In fig.

10, where there is a one to one ratio bet,,?en ordlinate and abscissa, a

iw i-:inum tilt of 21* from the horizontal would be required for the heavy

line and this -aximtu. wjould occur between sites 3 and i.

This crgumcnt cannot be definitely proved nor disproved from the data

availa)le, it is an vntirly ;'ossible e.planation which allous the datE,

fron the thre.e sit,,s to : consistent locally and consistent with the larger

scale pFattern. Those workinj with wind fields on a small scale are contin-

ullY Finvin evi tnce that suci thinis .aybe .ore co.-ion than j enerally

t:iouht. ..cLar 'n, 1 zdos [5] recently noted a v,!ry sharp shear-line at

2&,LCO ft. It was notcu from aircraft observed inds Lnd could not be found

;)ith tia: cov-ra.e of conventional wine:s. This shear-line (located about

l((j dilcs ast of Tallahassee. in 15ril 19) showed a 180* wind direction

chain2  in ,.,:istance of about 2C rilcs (the distance between observations)

with s,< of o Q 1:nots on each siCe of the line of direction chanoje.

This she. r-line rnight hav,2 shown u, -.s even shari or if observc tions had' been

available ;t s aaller iistance intervals. The .cLeLun-lhaloos shear4ine was

oun, on ka ch of two succcssive pazsses by the aircraft through the region

At ti:cs ,.out two hour." .part. 2:cept for r inor detalils this shear-line

fit into a conventional contour analysis at the stc level and tiie; how-

ever .7uch ao,.Litional information was Liven by the aircraft observations.

7. i:eussion of errors

In a ttci-t has becn ma-c to detcrzninc as nearly as possible the per-

centual orror includedL iii the computcd divcrjcncc and vorticity values.
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The three larUest sources of error are:

1) Whatever difference exists in rates of ascent of three balloons

released simultaneously in a small region, 2) the difference between the

rate of ascent on any given day or night and the mean ascent rates used

for the computations and 3) the errors in the azimuth angle readings -

particularly when the flight of the balloon causes rapid time changes in

azi uth.

Error 1: The error caused by differences in ascent rates of three bal-

loons released simultaneously is not available from the data

gathered. However such differences as do exist would be due

to very small scal( zt-mospheric vertical motions, since the

balloons were released in a small region, and should be quite

randon.

A spot check was made of divergence values of (10, 50, ICC,

10, 200, 300) x l-5 sec" I by introducing an assumed error

in heigjhts. At one minute the heights originally used were

clwnged DJ (+10, C, -1G) ft and heights at the next minute were

left unchanged. This amoutts to includinj a 20 ft error be-

tween stations. The divergence values were recomputed and the

1ercntual errors are shown in tale C. Two such spot checks

were rde for each divergence value listed above and the check

points included nearly all of the triple-balloon runs.

drror 2: It was found that the individual runs in Part 1 differed from

the mean rates of ascent by 18 ft/min on the average, or a per-

centual difference of -3 per cent of the mean ascent rate. It

is difficult to tell how much the computations are in error due

to this effect. It is probable that, on a given day or night,
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all three balloons will rise faster or slower or the same as

the mean rate used in the computations. It has been assumed

that the one minute thicknesses are 18 ft in error due to this

effect and the same percentual figures (see table 6) have been

used that were applied in the case of error 1 where a 20 ft

error was assumed.

Zrror 3: At the same check points used in determining error 1, azimuth

angle reading errors of (+.02, 0, -. 02) degrees were introduced

into the original angles at the first minute and the readings

at the next minute were left unchanged. The divergence values

were recomputed and the results are shown in table 6.

.tror 4: This error has been added to the table to take care of the various

very small errors such as:

a. A slight error which is introduced due to human inability

to exactly orient the three theodolites, thereby causing a very

slight random tilt in the original triangle.

b. The ground was not exactly flat and this introduces a

slight systematic tilt in the original triangle. Both a and b

are extremely small and are carried through the entire run. b

will be the same for all runs. These two errors are considered

nejlijible.

c. The coi.puting maethod is such that very small angles in

the geornetry of the setup can cause large errors. It is felt that

this error has been reduced to the negligible class by eliminating

all computations which contained trigcnometric function values

smaller than or equal to 0.10000.

d. Readings of angles may not have been made at exactly the

samz time at the three installations. In all cases the readings
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were either on time or late, never early. In all cases of late

readings an atteipt was made to note the lateness so that the

values could be suitably adjusted later when the data were worked

up. It is felt that this procedure reduced this error to the

negligible class.

e. Only brief mention will be given to errors in reading

elevation angles because; 1) this angle changes slowly and can

be read more accurately than the azimuth, and 2) any error which

might exist here is not independent of rate of ascent differences

which were considered under errors 1 and 2.

f. In some cases when a reading was missed at one installa-

tion, interpolated readings have been substituted. Examination

of the runs indicates that this can be done with sufficient accu-

racy to justify the practice.

The total of these errors 4a, b, c, d, e, f has been assumed to

average 3 per cent of all divergence values.

Table 6

Individual and total percentual errors for various divergence values.

Average Divergence x lo5 sec-l
Errors 10 50 100 150 200

1 23 5 3 1 1

2 23 5 3 1 1

3 4 3 

4 3 3 3 3 3

Total 33 8.5 6 3.7 3.4
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The total average error in table 6 is the square root of the sum of

the squares of the individual average errors. The individual errors are

assumed to be independent and random. This total average error is graphed

in fig. 11 and clearly shows the dependence on the magnitude of the diver-

gence. The mean value of divergence (for the first twenty-seven minutes)

was 54.8 x io5 sec "I and this value is about 8 per cent in error. Values

smaller than 20 x 10"5 sec -I are P20 per cent in error. The vorticity

computations can be assumed to have corresponding errors. The mean vorticity

of 74.4 x 10- 5 sec "I is in error by 8 per cent and values smaller than

30 x 1o-5 sec "1 arev20 percent in error. A simulated curve for vorticity

has been included in fig. 11.

8. Conclusions

a. The magnitudes of the divergence and vorticity measured over a

small area of about i square mile were found to be about 55 x l0 - 5 sec "I

and 75 x lo-5 sec 1 , respectively.

b. It is felt that the values quoted in (a) are in error not more

than 10 per cent.

c. Primary and secondary levels of least divergence were found at

6000 ft and 13,000 ft. In [31 similar levels were found at 8000 ft and

13,000 ft. The study [3] dealt with a different geographical region, a

different season and much larger scale motion.

d. The absolute value of the divergence did not appear to vary di-

urnally (as in [3]), but there is some evidence that it varied somewhat

systematically throughout the observational period of about six weeks (see

fig. 4).

e. One triple-balloon run showed possible evidence of a very narrow

line of wind direction change in the horizontal. Postulating the existence

of such a line, the small scale wind observations can be shown to be con-

sistent with one another as well as with the larger scale motion.
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f. It follows from (e) that large values of divergence (+ 10-2 sec "I)

nay be found locally (over a J square mile area). However, even on this

small scale, such large values were found to be the exception rather than

the rule.
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